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Memorandum J. D. Glover to Mr. Otto
Re: Shooting Incident

Miami Division
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The FBI Laboratory Team has completed on-the-scene
examinations and laboratory tests; preparation of charts, graphs,
photographs and other exhibits is underway.
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SUMMARY

SHOOTING INCIDENT
MIAMI DIVISION
APRIL II, 1986

BACKGROUND OF INVESTIGATION

Since October, 1985, the Miami Division has been

conducting an investigation to identify, locate and apprehend two

individuals responsible for a series of bank and armored car

robberies occurring in that division. The Individual crimes are as

follows:

Inc!

attempted robbery

Dixie Store located atf

on October 16, 1985, was the

a Wargo armored truck. In front of a Winn

30 Southwest 104th Street, Miami, Florida.

Two guards from this truck exited and entered the supermarket for a

pickup, while the driver remained in the truck. As guards exited

the Winn Dixie after making the pickup and returned to the truck,

they heard someone yell, "Freeze.” One of the subjects opened fire

with a shotgun, hitting one guard in the leg. The Wells Fargo

guards returned fire at the two robbers; however, no indication was

given of either of them being hit. The robbers obtained no money

from this robbery.

Incident #2 was the robbery of the outside teller station

of the Florida National Bank, located at 14801 South Dixie Highway,

Miami, Florida, on November 8, 1985, at 10:33 a.m. This robbery was

committed by two white males. As the teller and a feankguard were ~

proceeding on foot from the main bank building to the drive-in

facility, they were accosted by one of the subjects with a weapon.
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who demanded that the drive-in facility be opened and made

accessible to the robbers. The teller and the guard were unable to

open the drive-in facility and the robber took the money the teller

was carrying to the drive-in; $10,000 was obtained. The robbers

M a J a ^ 1 a a u i a aU - i «> i mi imauc LiiciL yciaway xu d uidWN r ^ntysiei new XUCItec WM*n r lULiUd

license plates. The license plates had been stolen from another

vehicle on September 30, 1985.

Incident #3 was the robbery of the Professional Savings
/

Bank at 13001 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida, on November 8,

1985, at 12tQ0J^n, ^This oas committed by two white males,

fitting the dMm^tio^^^^^^^Rp|»ers in the aforementioned

robberies. In thTaPjLnCIwSsc^lsBe robber was carrying a large frame

chrome-plated revolvet^Ww the other robber was carrying what

appeared to be either an M-16 or an AR-15 rifle. During this

robbery, both subjects entered the bank and ordered customers and

tellers to the floor. One of the robbers grabbed a teller and took

her to the back area demanding the Wells Fargo bags. Wells Fargo

had just made a money delivery to the bank. The number two robber

stood guard at the front door while the robbery was in progress.

In this robbery, $41,469 was obtained. The getaway vehicle utilized

was a 1976 or 1977 beige, Chevrolet Monte Carlo with a vinyl top.

The fourth in this series of robberies occurred on

January 10, 1986, at 10:30 a.m., and involved a Brinks armored truck

at the Barnett Bank at 13593 South Dixie Highway. Again, this

robbery was committed by two white males, one of whom was armed with

an AR-15 or M-16 rifle and the other with a shotgun. The loss in
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this robbery was $54,000. During the robbery, the subjects accosted

a Brinks courier as he opened the back door of his armored truck

prior to making a pickup at the Barnett Bank. One robber shot the

guard in the back with the shotgun, utilizing #7 shot, and the other

robber shot the guard at close range with a rifle. One robber

removed a money bag from the rear of the Brinks truck and both drove

away in a gold, Chevrolet Monte Carlo. This vehicle was followed by

a citizen who observed the robbers at another location switch into a

white- or beige-colored Ford or GN pickup truck. The original

getaway vehi

Investigation aetppu

iced tn ry man registered to

te of 4»irth

tei disappeared with his car on

October 5, 1985. He &i||^*gone target shooting in the Everglades

alone, utilizing his .22-caliber rifle.

On March 12, 1986, went shooting at a lake

located at 157th Avenue and Southwest 16th Street, near the Tamiami

Trail. This lake is utilized by local residents both for fishing

and target shooting. It is believed that this is a lake where

Aureliano Briel, mentioned above, disappeared. While^^^was
target practicing he observed two white males shooting targets

across the lake from him. These two white males entered a vehicle

and drove over to The driver, armed with a Model 13 Smith

and Wesson .357 Magnum and the passenger with a Ruger Mini-14
bnc.

Stainless with a folding stock, demanded wallet, car and

weapons. was then taken by one of the males to an area by

the lake and shot three times with the Magnum. severely

3



wounded, played dead and survived. The robbers took

vehicle, which is described as a 1979, two-door, black Monte Carlo
I'

with Florida license NTJ-891. This is the vehicle used in this
p

shooting incident. In addition to the vehicle, the suspects took

weapons, described as a Smith and Wesson Combat

Masterpiece Model 14, blue with tan rogers rubber grip and a Martin

Model 60, .22-caliber rifle with a scope (Note: this may be Marlin

Model 60)

.

9:25 a.m. In

The fifth and last robbery in this series took place at

the Barnett Battk^|L3S93 South flighway, on March 19, 1986, at

believed to be identical withincident#-

the robbers at all#*

bank, went over the liflKr, «

ientioned robberies, entered the

bank, went over the mM|ppir, and took two money bags* They had

preceded a Brinks armored truck at the bank by approximately 30

minutes. During the robbery, one of the robbers carried a shoulder

weapon thought to be the Mini-14 rifle. In this robbery, $8,000 was

taken. Witnesses observed the getaway vehicle, which turned out to

be the Chevrolet Monte Carlo of which still bore its

Florida license plate, NTJ-891.

Planning and Equipment
*

t R^SP(j on fhp inffirmaHnn PAnrorni nn fhl e rrtKKorw nrAtm
j

'
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^the Reactive Squad (C-l) of the Miami Division formulated a plan to

^place Agents in the general area of. the bank and armored car
*

/robberies in Southwest Miami, in an attempt to spot the robbers

en route to a robbery and apprehend them. Based on a known modus

operand!, they selected Fridays as a logical time to activate this

4
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plan. Sur /eillances on two prior occasions had been unsuccessful in

locating the subjects. The squad, utilizing 14 Special Agents,

under the supervision of SSA Gordon G. McNeill, on April 11, 1986,

decided to set up in the area of four banks in the general southwest

section of Miami, where all known prior activity was centered. This

Special Agent complement included three Resident Agents from the

Homestead Resident Agency (RA) , since at least one of the robberies

had occurred in their territory, which is adjacent to the

Headquarters City territory in Southwest Miami. All 14

participating Iftjfitte Pad received e briefing and instructions, and

all were fatal

robberies. Inve

th 'the of each of the preceding

iiatter had been closely(#atf

coordinated with the JM^politan-Dade County Police Force; however,

no local officers participated in the April 11, 1986, surveillance

activity.

Vehicles utilized were Bureau cars belonging to the squad

and to the Homestead RA, and at least one of these vehicles had

radio communications with Metropolitan-Dade County Police radio.

Thp AflPnhs uorn a rmoH wi fhp ! r-— -- —1 - -j «• — W VI T» * V •* a* W & r»nmKnv a f 4*VsA ArtAnhav* wuc wo

had shoulder weapons. SA Edmundo Mireles and SSA Gordon G. McNeill

both had shotguns in their vehicles. Other Agents on the

surveillance who were not involved in the shooting were armed with

M-16 rifles and submachine guns. All weapons utilized were Bureau-

issued or Bureau-approved weapons and all of the Agents were fully

qualified with the weapons in their possession.

5
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SSA McNeill assigned teams of Agents to cover four banks

in the southwest area. These banks were separated by some distance.

The exact distances from the various banks to the shooting incident

are being plotted and will be available in the final report.

A complete inventory of weapons and other equipment

possessed by all Special Agent personnel during this incident is

being compiled and will be made part of the final report. It is

known that all of the Agents had been issued bulletproof vests and

that most of them had the vests in their vehicles* but not all were

wearing them

The Shooting tt

The who

transcript of FBI ta41

has in its possession a

ransmissions which were monitored and tape

recorded by a citiren is a stringer for the "Miami Herald"

newspaper and who monitors via scanner law enforcement channels in

an effort to pick up a story, in addition, the shooting inquiry

At approximately 9:30 a.m., April 11, 1986, BA Benjamin P.
• #» ••

*:
' " *

Grogan (MM-202) radioed as follows: "Hey. Attention all units.

6



We're behind a black vehicle two-door Florida license NTJ-891.

We're headed south on South Dixie. North on South Dixie."

SA Grogan then said "(unintelligible) read that?" SA Ronald G.

Risner (mm-131) then called on the radio, "202 are you heading north

or south?" SA Groaan reolied. "North on South Dixie." SA Risner.

"OK, where?" SA Grogan, "124th Street. It's a black Monte Carlo,

two males in it, NTJ-891." SSA McNeill (MM-214) called on the

radio, "Metro right away and let's try and yank that guy."

SA Grogan then «aid, "Now. Let's get him yanked. Let's get ah...
,

,

:: . H
Bill 8, call your give 'em the location. -SaA^

(

tnyij^i|jNan are

vqu North nf th^ri

NTJ-891. " SA Grogan

iin fhon rani w rnnlr < nn nnrt/fl^ mm » w^ j Mwwn a ^ vw\4 j

•aid, "120th 6treet, let's get up here and

let's stop them if we have to." SA Risner then said on the radio.

"OK, hold on Ben, till- we get enough people up there." SA Grogan

replied on the radio, "All right, blow up here." SA Jerry Dove (MM-

202) then said, "Two white males in the vehicle, uh, one with a

mustache.” SSA McNeill, whose initial transmission is

iin 1 nfal 1 ^ rn K1 a VKam as t HfpKam ** *% V* 4 1 a a a aria La 1 a a aJ lLa«VW A j. A -y AWAV WU^II AW f wi^iu UilUA X WC W OUWC auvi UIICU

let's see if they stop." SA Grogan said, "Gordo, that's our plate,

NTJ-891, they are making a right turn on 117th, right on 117th."

SA Dove then said, "Getting spooked, guys." SA Dove then said,

"Southwest 81st Road heading south again." SSA McNeill said, "Did

you get Metro?" SA Mireles (MM-55) said, "Right behind you babe,

give me a cross street.” SA Grogan said, "fitand by." li
BUL 1 a
fTilQ W 9 1 aa.x 4 a« n--nlJTWUL 1VLQU 1VU DCIlf on uiv^aof '(unj
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Street, right turn on 120th Street going west." SA Mireles then

came on the air saying, "Ben we're right behind you babe. You

wanna do it, let's do it." SA Grogan replied, "Negative, let's get

some marked units. Let's get some (broken)." SA Risner said, "OK

we 1
e 0 juSt at 120 th and U*S. 1, ate they crummy uauK cuWatu u«p« 1/

SA Dove replied, "That's affirmative." SSA McNeill came on the air

and said, "Just looked at them, they're guys loading up something in

the front." SA Grogan then said, "Let's do it." SA Dove can be

heard saying .in, the background, "Felony car stop. Take em, felony
*>>' •• *

" <8A Mireles says on the air, ""Jerry?"car stop, let'll

SA Dove repli

(MM-57) ana

locate the scene. 4]

ons follow between SA

(MM-88), who are trying to

'suddenly says on the air, "People downl"

SA Risner then comes on the air and says, "We got people down, let's

get some help over here."

It is apparent from the transcript of the FBI radio

broadcast that at some point during the surveillance, the subjects

became aware that they were being followed and then began slowly

driving on side streets with which they were familiar. Attached

hereto is a preliminary crime scene sketch showing the final

positions of the vehicles.
^

Vehicle #6, the vehicle occupied by SAs Grogan and Dove,

was approximately ten feet further back than shown on this sketch.

- 8 -



As the vehicles involved came south on Southwest 82nd Avenue, a

decision was made to stop them. SAs Grogan and Dove who were

driving the vehicle depicted in the sketch as #6, activated their

blue light and siren to affect a "felony car stop." Vehicle #4,

which was occupied by SA Richard A. Manauzzi (MM-66), was coming up

from the rear and Vehicle #7, occupied by SA John F. Hanlon, Jr.

(MM-55) , and SA Mireles, pulled up alongside the subject car.

swung his wheels back to the right to impact against the subject

vehicle and may have missed it and struck the vehicle operated by

SA Manauzzi. In any event, the vehicle occupied by SAs Hanlon and

Mireles lost control, ran over a short post and came to rest against

the wall depicted in the sketch. The subjects made a tJ-turn heading

northbound. SA Manauzzi made the turn with them, impacted once

again into the driver's side of the subject's car, pinning it

between MM-66, a tree and a parked automobile in a yard in front of

the residence 12201, 12203 Southwest 82nd Avenue. As shown in the

sketch. Vehicles #1 and .#2 were parked unoccupied in that residence

and Vehicle #3 (the subject vehicle) came to rest between them and a
• *1 !..

•

tree directly in front of the subjects and Vehicle #4 ,^SA Manauzzi '*
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vehicle). Vehicle #5, occupied by SSA McNeill, turnec: into the area

and Vehicle #6, occupied by SAs Grogan and Dove, had made a U-turn

and parked to the rear of the subjects' vehicle. At this point, one

of the subjects, now thought to be the subject William R. Mattix,

fired a shotgun blast at SA Manauzzi. The shot, determined to be #6

shot, penetrated the window of the Bureau car and struck SA Manauzzi

in the back and the back of the head as he was exiting his vehicle

on the driver's side. SA Manauzzi did not have his weapon strapped

on his hip in a holster. It was lying beside him and, in the

impact, the to the fjLoor of the car* 8A Manauzzi was

unable to exijfe§^j|7pPhlcle unarmed. As he left the

vehicle in a ^McNeill coming in and thought

that SSA McNeill Wat fco hit him. SA Manauzzi crossed

Southwest 82nd Avenue /"Wounded , and took shelter behind a wall near

where Vehicle 17 (SAs Hanlon and Mireles) had impacted. SSA McNeill

exited his vehicle and was taken under fire by the subjects,

principally by the subject Michael Lee Platt, who was armed with a

Ruger .223-caliber Mini-14, semiautomatic rifle. SSA McNeill leaned

across the hood of SA Manauzzi 's car and emptied his revolver into

the passenger compartment of the Monte Carlo, 'occupied by the

^Subjects. At this point SSA McNeill was hit in the hand by return

^fire. Bleeding profusely, he attempted to reload; however, blood

from his hand ran into the cylinders and he could not put more

, rounds into his weapon. SSA McNeill then withdrew toward the rear

of Vehicle #5. *

i:
•*. * :

•

V
w

' r.m

In the impact of Vehicle #7 on the wall, SA Hanlop 1 S ^
service revolver, not secured on his hip, although holstered, was

- 10 -
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lost or tumbled to the floor of the car and SA Hanlon drew his five-

shot Smith and Wesson Snubnose Revolver from an ankle holster and

proceeded into the shooting area. SAs Hanlon and Mlreles had exited

their vehicle and were running onto the scene. As SA Mireles

approached the area of Vehicle 15, he was taken under fire by the

riflemen, suffered a severe wound to his left arm and went down.

SA Hanlon proceeded to the rear of Vehicle #6, crouched and fired

five rounds from his five-shot revolver into the back of the

subject's vehicle. As SA Hanlon started to reload his weapon, he

was hit In the

shortly befor^

>y tlfle

'Gilbert m*?

scene, stopping Wlif

tad he went down, vht this point or

guttia and Risner arrived on the

^proximately the position shown as

#8 in the sketch, |M0an firing at the subjects, who by this time

were out of their vehicle and moving in the area of Vehicles #1, #2

and 13, utilizing these vehicles as cover. SA Orrantia fired 12

rounds of .38-caliber +P service ammunition from his .357 Smith and

Wesson revolver and SA Risner estimates he fired 13 to 14 rounds

total from his issued Model 459 .9mm Smith and Wesson semiautomatic

pistol.

SSA McNeill was shot for a second time and became

incapacitated due to temporary paralysis.

SAs Grogan and Dove, from an area of Vehicle #6, began

firing on the subjects. Following a period of intense gunfire,

subject William R. Mattix apparently took SAs Grogan and Dove under

fire with a shotgun. This was evidenced by a pattern sf #6 shot

down the driver's side of Vehicle #6. «4fhile Mattix Exchanged fire

- 11
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with SAs Grogan and Dove, Michael Lee Platt left cover of his

vehicle and proceeded down the passenger side of car #6, leaned over

the trunk of it, shooting SA Hanlon, who was down, in the groin

area, and shooting and killing SAs Grogan and Dove. During this

np r i nH n f f {mo . Cl D 1 cnor ua a f i »* i d! nW
f Mi» *'* M »<W *i ff Via i, A A. ail i. X U U V l

immediately after shooting the Agents, Platt and Mattix

approached the Bureau vehicle marked as car #6, apparently to effect

their escape. Both of them entered the vehicle. At this point,

SA Nireles, who was apparently semiconscious, and was slightly
....

behind car fire s^^.sabjaeti in the FBI car, utilising

his Bureau-issSlPfilhotgun, lies was forced to fire the gun

Ana Vien/^Ail Ua wtrfki 1 aJIwuc-auuucu* wu AVAAWVi
_ ... i. &.W. .V V 2 .• vbwa f put wilts Duuujuu ue tween um

legs, racked it with H^|..ylght hand, forced himself up, pointed it

over the rear bumper of the car and fired at the subjects; He

apparently fired five rounds of 00 buckshot, puncturing the car in

the left front fender, driver’s window, and through the windshield.

His shot patterns were found in the interior of the car. Somehow in

this round of fire he hit the subject Platt through both feet.

SA MireleS then rose to his feet, drew nis Service revolver.

advanced on car #6 firing and inflicting fatal wounds on both

subjects.

Arriving Special Agents, including SA observed this b^C-

last round of fire. Other FBI units, police units and medical

emergency units arrived momentarily, rushing the wounded Agents to

hospital facilities.

Tms narrative account of tne shooting has been furnished

by the Agents involved, by statements of eye witnesses in the

* V- z >.

.

. ....
..:

'
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neighborhood, and crime scene investigation* Some of it will be

further corroborated as forensic evidence is developed.

Forensic and Ballistics Examinations

A crime scene search by Metro-Dade Homicide Detectives and

Agents of the FBI Laboratory establishes 131 identifiable rounds

were fired, it is probable that other rounds were fired and

cartridge cases not retrieved. It is estimated that a minimum of

131 and as many as 140-145 total rounds were exchanged. Ballistics

identifications definitely establish that 40 rounds were fired by

Platt from i*|j(^r*223 Semiautomatic Mini-14. Two and possibly SPlatt from 41

three rounds «»afflga
Both Mattix and nEpxt

Dan Wesson Manufacture!

Krged by Mattix from his shotgun.

h .357 Magnum revolvers, one a

other a Smith and Wesson. Both of them

fired three rounds froanfcheir revolvers without striking Agents.

All of the severe damage done to Agent personnel was inflicted by

the .223-caliber ammunition. SA Manauzzi suffered superficial

wounds from shotgun pellets; SA Orrantia suffered superficial wounds

believed to have been inflicted by shrapnel from a .357 round

entering the passenger's compartment of his vehicle. Ballistics

examinations have determined that Agents fired the following rounds:

SA Risner - six rounds from his .9mm. SA Risner states that he

fired 13 or 14 and had put a second loaded clip in the weapon;

however, only six cartridges were recovered. SA Grogan - nine

rounds from a .9mm. SA Dove - 20 rounds from his .9mm; cartridges

all recovered. SA Orrantia - 12 rounds .38-caliber *P ammunition

from his .357 Magnum. SSA McNeill - six rounds .38-caliber +P

- 13 -



ammunition from his .357 Magnum. SA Hanlon - five rounds .38-

caliber +P ammunition from his .38-caliber revolver. SA Mireles -

five rounds 00 buckshot from his shotgun; six rounds .38-caliber +P

ammunition from his service revolver.

In addition, the FBI Laboratory is

conducting forensics examinations involving blood typing. Including



J

paint scrapings , to ascertain which vehicles hit together , and is

also conducting some ballistics-type examinations.

Examinations are being conducted now from blood

scrapings taken from vehicles and from the street at the scene of

the gun fight to ascertain whose blood was recovered from the

various locations.

were negative res «•<

ktions on the eubjects* weapons

4both eubjects were wearing

gloves. Latent ffSferpdmm
other items of evidenciil

|PI||PBfltnis have been conducted on

wehicles involved in this incident , but

the results of those examinations have not yet been received. A

complete set of photographs and a videotape of the crime scene have

been provided and will be included in the report. Charts, graphs

and measurements are being prepared by the Special Exhibits Section,

FBI Laboratory, and will be included in the report.

The shooting inquiry team has interviewed a number of

witnesses, done a complete neighborhood, and taken signed statements

from all Agent participants with the exception of SA Mireles and

SSA McNeill. Based on the advice of their physicians, it was *

decided not to take signed statements from SA Mireles and

SSA McNeill until their physical condition had improved. We are now

told that they may be interviewed in detail during the week '

beginning Monday, April 28, 1986, and, *t that time, complete

statements will be obtained from them.



The 0. S. Attorney has advised that the Agents involved i

this shooting incident were performing within the scope of their

duties and that their shooting and killing of the subjects was

totally justified. The U. S. Attorney will provide a written

statement to this effect.

inquiry team and tha

Bvtistlgation to be done by the

jp8a1fc>l.e for the receipt of forensic

examination results, tftuKa, graphs and other exhibits, it is

anticipated that a complete report will be submitted within the next

three weeks.

- 16 -



CRIME SCENE SKETCH
12201 SW 82 AVE. MIAMI, FLORIDA

aw 120 ST.

LEGEND

*

#1 - PARKED VEHICLE AT RESIDENCE
#2 - PARKED VEHICLE AT RESIDENCE
#3 - SUBJECTS VEHICLE
#4 - FBI VEHICLE (MANAUZZI)
#5 - FBI VEHICLE (MCNEILL)

.
*6 - FBI VEHICLE (GROGAN/DOVE)
*7 - FBI VEHICLE (HANLON/MIRELES)
*• - FBI VEHICLE (RISNER/ORRANT1A)
*> - METRO-DADE PD VEHICLE

*
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Memorandum

Mr. Sharp

Chairman, SIRQ^f

6/20/86

Mbiecl: ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRY
f SHOOTING INCIDENT

(
MIAMI DIVISION, 4/11/86

Reference report of Inspector
6/5/86, captioned as above.

: **mo h*s be®n prepared to provide the analysis,
comments_and recommendations of the Shooting Incident Review

111rr~lriMftBl ir r

of *»

COMMENDAT

rFjrros 1 irn;

/

maner^mn^i
tiff****

K<\ 8 JAN 22 1967

Enclosure

1-Mr. J.D.
1-Mr. J.E.

1-

Mr. O.B.
2

-

Mr. E.J.
(1 - Mr.

1-Mr. F.I.
1-Mr
1-Mr

Glover
Otto
Revell
Sharp

1-Mr. J.R. Davis (Attn
1-Mr. J.H. Geer (Attn:
1-Mr. T.L. Sheer (Attn
1-Mr. J.D. McKenzie
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Memo from Acting Chairman, SIRG to Hr. Sharp
•RE: Administrative Inquiry

Shooting Incident
Miami Division; 4/11/86

.-ssasw—

DETAILS: On 6/12/86, the SIRG reviewed the results of an b *>

administrative inquiry concerning captioned matter conducted by U1C
Inspector Referenced report dated 6/5/86 was D

received by the General Crimes Section, Criminal Investigative
Division, FBIHQ, on 6/5/86.

By way of background, at approximately 8:45 a.m. on
4/11/86, SSA Gordon G. McNeil (EOD Clerk: 11/2/60; EOD Agent:
9/19/66) , Supervisor Squad C-l (Personal Crimes Squad) , FBI
Miami, initiated a physical canvass/surveillance of an area in
southwest Miami, approximately 53 blocks in length (130th
Street - 183rd Street) , bisected north to south by the South
Dixie Highway, aka U. S. Highway 1. This area is described as
a high density commercial zone.

5 -



Memo from Acting Chairman, SIRG to Mr. Sharp
RE: Administrative Inquiry

Shooting Incident
Miami Division, 4/11/B6

The planned surveillance was prompted by a 'series of
bank and armored car robberies which had been perpetrated in the
same general locale by two unknown white males. Based on the
unprovoked violence exhibited by the robbers during this
activity, the two suspects were considered by SSA McNeil to be
very dangerous and, if located, SSA McNeil believed that a
violent confrontation might occur.

In addition to the bank and armored car robberies and
unprovoked assaults on armored personnel, the two holdup men
wen also suspects In two shooting incidents 'which had taken
place at a WiMajiUrea "rock

-plty^Die last- known shooting at the
"rock pit"Mp on while target
shooting, lrns Iffinroii Iisil hu fru'ifcTS"S1e«. roBbed, shot three
times and left9ltff4te«NLfl||^H|^^^H^^JPl979 two-door, black
Monte Carlo automobile SpaSXnf Florida license NTJ-891 and two
veaponsfoneDistOl sggfljens trifle) were taken from him at this
time. l^m^H^sunlved and furnished descriptions of these

(S£W) »odal 13 - 357 srnnni rsvolvsr s srlflv
with' a folding stock~at the time he was robbed*and shot.** (In
other related robbery activity, these two subjects were variously
described as carrying a shotgun, an M-16 or AR-15 rifle and/or
revolvers.)

11owing the 3/12/86 robbery and attempted murder of
the Barnett Bank, 13593 South Dixie Highway, Miami,

on 3/19/86 by the same two suspects utilizing .

1979 Monte Carlo (still bearing Florida license
AC I'VlO ffAfSTJStr traVi A /O A A v.t** «**•.**** UaI J~w *2wvunwj VAUWAQI a OUUU4.UC1 wea^ui^ WClltSVQU w

be a Ruger Mini-14 rifle, was used in this robbery.

With this and other background information in mind,
SSA McNeil preliminarily discussed his contemplated

Wnlance plans with SA Benjamin P. Grogan and SRAMH|M
^(Homestead RA) at a Miami firearms training session on
86 . It was agreed that a surveillance would be set up in

southwest Miami on 4/11/86. A meeting was set for 8:45 a.m. on
4/11/86 at the Home Depot parking lot in southwest Miami where
once again Special Agents would be furnished photos, descriptions
and related background concerning the suspects during a final
planning session. A memorandum outlining the details of this
planned activity was dictated by SSA McNeil to SAC Corless*
secretary on 4/10/86 for Mr. Corless* information. • - *
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Shooting Incident
Miami Division, 4/11/86

On Friday, 4/11/86, the following 14 Special Agents
operating a total of 11 vehicles met at the Home Depot parking
lot: SSA McNeil, SA Benjamin P. Grogan (EOD: 9/18/61)

,

SA Jerry L. Dove (EOD: 9/13/82) , SA Richard A. M&nauzzi (EOD:
12/14/70) , SA Edmundo Mireles, Jr. (EOD: 9/17/79) , SA Gilbert M
Orrantia (EOD: 4/18/82) , SA John F. Hanlon. Jr. (EOD: 8/26/63)
SA Ronald G. Riener (EOD: 6/21/7

^

story or tne case, discussed
the violent past the subjects, gave out
descriptions of the vfeloles the subjects might still be using
and furnished composite ^Sketches of the two suspects. SSA McNeil
then made manpower assignments and before the surveillance began
once again advised suxveilling Agents that should the suspects be
located and a robbery occur, no arrest wbuld be made until after
the subjects had left the bank and then only when sufficient
units were on hand to safely make the arrest. Further, in the
event the suspects were located and could be safely taken before
a robbery occurred, arrests were to be made only when necessary
units were present so that the arrests could be safely made.
Although no Metro-Dade Units were participating in the
surveillance. Districts 4, 5 and 6 had been notified of the
impending FBI surveillance activity.

The pairings established by SSA McNeil on 4/11/86 vers
as follows:

£Qi£

S&W .357 caliber
revolver, model 19

Remarks

midfunctioned at Firearms
4/10 - not used 4/11

S&W .357 caliber
revolver, model 19-3

Remington model 870
pump shotgun

(located rear seat of
SSA McNeil's vehicle -J
unloaded - not used
4/11/86)
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Special Agent Unit Weaponry in Vehicle Remarks

P SA Grogan

SA Dove

SA Hanlon

ballistic vest put on
at arrest scene (Velcro
fastening strips not
totally secured before
shooting incident)

55 StiW sbaH 36-5 shot No ballistic vest worn.
•38 caliber revolver

' (carried in ankle
holster - used during
shooting incident)

StW .38 caliber
revolver (loose on
seat - lost in crash)

SA Mireles

* r-;

SA Man.
(alope)

auzzi

SA Risner

55 S&W .357 caliber
revolver, model 686

No ballistic vest worn.

Remington Model 87Q
pump shotgun (located
passenger side - front
seat - loaded)

66 S&W .357 caliber
revolver, model 19
(loose on seat,
lost in crash.)

131 S&W model 459 9mm
semi-automatic
pistol

No ballistic vest worn.

Not wearing ballistic vest
during stake-out but put it
on at arrest scene on
arrival. ~~

—t- ^»W o* * *
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•REs Administrative Inquiry

Shooting Incident
Miami Division^ 4/11/86

Special Agent Unit Weaponry in Vehicle Remarks

saw model 60
.38 caliber
revolver (carried
In ankle holster.)

Hot wearing ballistic vest
during stake-out, but put it
on at arrest scene on
arrival.

Ballistic vest (SWAT) worn
during surveillance

~ weapon flocated ~ -

passenger side - front
„.»«*t_-.loaded) ...

S&W .357 caliber
revolver, model 19 *.. ...

177 SfiW .357 caliber No ballistic vest worn,
revolver, model 66

-Remington model 870
pump shotgun (located
front seat - loaded)

133 Saw .357* caliber Ballistic vest worn.
- •

revolver, model 19

Remington model 870
pump shotgun (located
front seat - loaded)

83 saw .357 caliber
revolver, model 19

No ballistic vest worn.

i'k

bl^

Remington model 870
pump shotgun (located

^front seat - loaded)

\

9
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mt 1 AUC^XOI nMPUW ncopuig j 3.** vcui^b RemaxKa*

A bjb'
1c'

J

M-16 fully automatic
rifle ,223 caliber
(located back seat -
fully loaded)

110 SSW .357 caliber
revolver, model 66

MW 9ma model 459 ,

L-»autoroatl6jpletol

Ballistic vest worn.

•caliber
i model 19

Ballistic vest worn. —

SSA McNeil and SAs Grogan, Dove, Manauzzi and _
were to provide coverage in the area of the Barnett Bank,
Southwest 136th and South Dixie Highway. (This bank was the
Scene of two previous robberies-—1/10/86 Brinks armored car
robbed, $54,000 loss, cuardshot twice; 3/19/86 Barnett Bank
robbed, $8,ooo taken, vehicle the getaway car.)
SAs Hanlon, Kireles anam^H^were to cover the Professional
Savings Bank (previously robbed 11/8/85, $4l,469 loss> , Southwest
130th and South Dixie Highway; SAs Orrantia, l^^and Risner, the
Florida National Bank (previously robbed 11/8/85. $10.000 lossl

.

llSthand South Dixie Highway and SAs and
IHHHp the Barnett Bank, 183rd and Sout^oCcieHlghway . In
addition to the noted robbery activitv, the two subjects had
robbed a Wells Fargo truck during a pickup at a Winn Dixie store,
7930 Southwest 104th Street, Miami, on 10/16/85. One guard was
shot in the leg during the robbery; no money was obtained. The
noted robbery activity generally occurred between 9:30 a.m. -
1 7 rtw m «v* *«ww«« vu » W4 a fixuaj

L /
a

At approximately 9:30 a.m., 4/11/86, SA Benjamin P.
Grogan (MM-202) radioed as follows: "Hey. Attention all units.
We're behind a black vehicle two-door Florida license NTJ-891.
We're headed south on south oixie. North on south Dixie.

"

"(unintelligible) read that?" other radio traffic ensued ms
hereafter noted. SA Ronald G. Risner (WM-131) : *202 are you

V;r .‘Mi. r2f > <
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\

V

heading north or south?" SA Grogan: "North on South Dixie."
SA Risner: "OK, where?" SA Grogan: "124th Street. It's a
black Monte Carlo, two males in it, NTJ-891." SSA McNeil (MM-
214) : "Metro right awa'
ah...Bill S
the location.'

and let’s get him yanked. Let’s get
11 Metro on your unit and give ’em

(MM-83) : "..^You’reat
124, are you north of there now?1* SA Grogan: "Looking good,
NTJ-891." SA Grogan: "120th Street, let’s get up here and let’s
•top them if ve have to." SA Risner: "OK, hold on Ben, till we
get enough people up there." SA Grogan: "All right, blow ud
here." SA Jerry I*. Dove (MM-J
vehicle, uh, with a mus~
transmission He ttnintellig
some help end tfcen let’s
that’s our plat*
right on 117th.*

_
81st Road heading south
Metro?" SA Mireles

Two white males in the
SA McNeil, whose initial

said: "Them until we can gat
•top.* 'SA Grogan: "Gordo,
making a right turn on 117th,
j spooked, guys. Southwest

* SSA McNeil: "Did you get
) t "Right behind you babe, give me a

cross street." SA Grogan: "Standby." SaMBIHV "What’s
your location Ben?" SA Grogam. (unintelligible) Street, right
turn on 120th Street going west." SA Mireles:' "Ben we’re right
behind you babe. You wanna do it, let’s do it." SA Grogan:
"Negative, let’s get some marked units. Let’s get some
(broken)." SA Risner: "OK we’re just at 120th and U.S. 1, are
they coming back toward U.S. 1?" SA Dove: "That’s affirmative."
SSA McNeil: "Just looked at them, they're guys loading up
something in the front." SA Grogan: "Let's do it." SA Dove can
be heard saying in the background, "Felony car stop. Take em,
felony car stop, let’s do it." SA Mireles: "Jerry?" SA Dove:
"Yeah, "^conversations follow between SA (MM-57)
and SA ViH^HHiH^(MM-88) , who are trying to locate the
scene. SA^^F suddenly says on the air, "People downl"
SA Risner: "We got people down, let’s get some help over here."
(End of pertinent radio transmissions on 4/11/86.)

It is apparent from the transcript of the FBI radio
broadcast that at some point during the surveillance, the
subjects became aware that they were being followed and then -

began slowly driving on side streets into areas well known to
*

them. See Tab #86, gray volume (attached). .

--.W •*.' " *

•: -v-T

b<-

bit*

b^

^ I. * /
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As the vehicles involved in the pursuit moved south on
Southwest 82nd Avenue, a decision was made to "Take ’em, felony
GJir 1 of* 1 « An tfftA IVjva n francm^ee^nn Kaea/4 a«

\ w w %.*«i*«*»»*»^i#*w** was
SA Grogan’s statement, "Let’s do it.") This decision was
apparently based on the following facts: the subjects obviously
were preparing to resist arrest as evidenced by observation (s)
that they were "loading up" their weapons (SSA McNeil's radio
transmission) *m need to make the arrest away from a congested

be made when the advantage

Upon implementation of the "felony car stop" order,
sAs erogan and Dove, who were driving the vehicle depicted in
the sketch as "B" (at Tab #87 - gray volume) , activated their
blue light and siren. Vehicle "C," which was occupied by
SA Richard A. Manauzzi (MM-66) , was coming up from the rear and
vehicle "A," occupied by SA John F. Hanlon, Jr. (MM-55) and
SA Mireles, pulled along side the subject

uzzi rammed the subject
an attempt to throw this subject off the seat. At this

point, SAs , Hanlon and Mireles were along side
vehic*

ects'

subjects then made a U-turn heading northbound. SA Manauzzi made
the turn with them, impacted once again into the driver's side of
the subjects' car, pinning it between his vehicle, MM-66, a tree
and a parked automobile in the yard in front of the residence

1 owuuiwmsw Q4uu nvuuuo* ft- 1 1.U _ 1as wiwwn in sjte«xi «
Tab #87, two vehicles (marked KV-residence vehicle) were parked
(unoccupied) at that location. Vehicle «B" (the subject vehicle)
was abruptly stopped between SA Manauzzi 's vehicle ("C") and an
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"HV. " A small tree was located directly in front of the vehicle
"B" (subjects’) and vehicle "C" (SA Manauzzi's) . "Vehicle "E,"
occupied by SSA McNeil, turned into the area and vehicle "D,"
occupied by SAs Grogan and Dove, made a U-turn and parked to the
ro»r nf fha SUfcjsCtS* VShiclS Rpprnvjwimffl^y IQ fUTthS*
than shown in the sketch at Tab #87. immediately after being
topped, me of the subjects, now identified as William R. Matix,
fired a shotgun blast at SA Manauzzi. The shot, determined to be
#6 shot, penetrated the passenger window of the Bureau car and
Mt.mrV In fh* h*rV fkm hea4 mm ke umm

aide. At this time;
the chase, he did not have

lying in his lap) in a
the ensuing car stop

exiting his
SA Manauzzi
his weapon
holster and
e#ef 61 Usaeiiaelwvwatawj • i wmwee; wwvuiu«u/ wavsoou uuuuiwtsu c

Avenue and took SbeltefcwBdnd a wall near where vehicle "A"
(SAs Hanlon and Mirelen had impacted. Upon arrival at the
scene, SSA McNeil quickly exited his vehicle and was Immediately
taken under fire by the subjects, principally by tha individual-

-

«Mb> ^enf mm W4#«V«e1 aa B1 • .i*»vw ***9«*k»^*. <*.«»** w» mvunsA wee reeww| wuw waa olliuztva wiui O.

.223 caliber Mini-14, semi-automatic rifle. SSA McNeil went
directly to SA Manauzzi's vehicle, leaned across the hood of it
and, in two separate bursts, fired six rounds from his S&W .357
caliber revolver into the passenger compartment of the Monte

Wr ««iV4aaAm Uh4l a Ana tt.if^ i 1 .— — Lii.U1C DU4JJBWUO. muie A. -LX XI iy f DDM nUtQil Wd9 OU,
in the hand by return fire. After emptying his revolver and
while bleeding profusely from his hand wound, he attempted to
reload; however, due to the wound to his hand, he could not fully
load his weapon. SSA McNeil then withdrew toward the rear of his

\ A j m

Across the street, following the impact of his vehicle
("A") against the wall on 82nd Avenue, SA Hanlon had lost track
of his service revolver which had not been secured on his hip
V4v****i>j mao Uiuw uxa oui.cauvapjJiUVCU f? OIKJU oocn Bucnose
revolver from an ankle holster and proceeded into the shooting
area. As SA Mireles, who had also exited his vehicle ("A")

,

approached the area of SSA McNeil's vehicle ("E")

.

he was taken
under^fire by Platt, suffered a severe wound tohis left arm and
went down. SA Hanlon proceeded to the rear of SA Grogan's
vehicle ("D"), crouched and fired a total of five rounds from
his S&W .38 caliber revolver into the subjects' vehicle. As
SA Hanlon bent down, knelt on the ground and started to reload
his^weapon, he was hit in the right hand^ (by rifle fire) and went
down. At this point or shortly before, sAs Gilbert M. Orrantia
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ana Kxsner arrived on tne scene. They stopped their vehicle on
the west side of 82nd Avenue (facing south), slightly north of
the shooting scene and began firing at the subjects, who by this
time, were out of their vehicle and moving in the area of the two
MKVM vehicles and vehicle "B" (subjects' vehicle—the stolen
black Monte Carlo) and were utilizing these vehicles as cover.
SA Orrantia proceeded to fire 12 rounds of .38-caliber +P service
ammunition from his Bureau-issued .357 S&W revolver and SA Risner
estimates he fired 13 to 14 rounds total from his Bureau-issued
model 459 9mm S&W semi-automatic pistol. ....

vehicle ("E"!
time sustain
SSA McNeil dz

, who i
sen by

inability to moy*

on the ground behind his
l «as gnqe again shot this *

|&d to the right ear.
was incapacitated due to an

SAs GroganeH Dove, from an area at the side and rear
of SA Grogan's vehicle f*D") , had already becran fIrina on the
subjects. Following m period of intense gunfire, subject -
William R. Matix apparently took SAs Grogan and Dove under fire
with a shotgun. This was evidenced by a pattern of #6 shot which
was found on the driver's side of Grogan's vehicle ("D") . While
Matix exchanged fire with SAs Grogan and Dove, Michael Lee Platt
left the cover of his vehicle ("B") and proceeded, unnoticed by
SA Grogan ' s group, down the passenger aide of SA Grogan's vehicle
("D"), leaned over the trunk of it, shooting SA Hanlon, who was
down, in the groin area, and killing SAs Grogan and Dove. During
this period of time, SA Risner was firing on Platt and shouted
warnings to SA Grogan's group attempting to alert them to Platt's
flanking movements. SA Risner 's warnings were not heard by his

“ fellow Special Agents and he observed Platt shoot at the Agents
behind SA Grogan's car and saw two of them fall over.

f Immediately after shooting the Agents, Platt and Matix
/
approached SA Grogan's vehicle ("D") , apparently to effect their
escape. Both of them entered the vehicle. Seeing this,

/ SA Mireles, who was apparently semiconscious and was slightly
behind SSA McNeil's vehicle ("E"), opened fire on the subjects in

I
the FBI car, utilizing his Bureau-issued Remington model 870 pump
shotgun. Due to his injury, SA Mireles was forced to fire the

! gun one-handed. To accomplish this task, he found it necessary -

to roll over on his back, put the shotgun between his legs, ^ ^
•rack" it with his right hand, force himself up, point it over
the rear bumper of the car and fire at the subjects. SA Mireles

- 14 - . iiWy ‘V*V-
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apparently fired five rounds of 00 buckshot in 'this manner,
repeating this reloading procedure each time. The rounds
successfully punctured the car in the left front fender, the
driver's side door window, and the windshield. (SA Mireles’
shot patterns were later found in the interior of the car.)
SA Mireles thenrose to his feet, drew his service revolver,
advanced on 5A Grogan's vehicle, firing and inflicting fatal
wounds on both subjects with his Bureau-issued S&W .357 caliber
revolver.

Several Special Agents, including SA
who had just fuaslved at the Mens, observed this last round 01
tire. Other eSX^anlts , polios Units and medical emergency units

followingtheir

6>C

A erla. _ search by Metro-Dade Homicide Detectives
and Agents of the IW^pIboratory established that 131 - —
identifiable rounds vers fired from various weapons (cartridges
recovered) . it is probable that other rounds were fired and all
cartridge cases were not found and retrieved. Ihe best available
estimate is that a minimum of 131 and as many as 140-145 total
rounds were exchanged. Ballistics identifications definitely
establish that 40 rounds were fired by Platt from the Huger .223
semiautomatic Mini-14. Two and possibly three rounds of 12-gauge
#6 shot were discharged by Matix from his S&W model 3000 shotgun.
Both Matix and Platt were also armed with .357 magnum revolvers

—

one a Dan Wesson manufacture, the other a S&W. Three rounds were
fired from each of these revolvers without apparently striking
any of the Special Agents. All of the severe, damage done to
Agent personnel was apparently inflicted by the .233 caliber
ammunition fired from the Huger Mini-*14 rifle. SA Manauzzi
suffered superficial wounds from 12-gauge #6 shotgun pellets and
SA Orrantia suffered superficial wounds believed to have been
inflicted by shrapnel from a .357 round entering the passenger's
compartment of his vehicle. Ballistics examinations have
determined that Agents fired the following rounds:

*v.

Special Agent

SA Risner

Shots Fired

6*

Kgapgn

Bureau-issued S&W model 459
9mm semi-automatic pistol

SA Grogan Bureau-issued S&W model 459
9mm semi-automatic pistol

,:.y
*>15 -

r>v« - -
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Weapon

*(lt is noted that SA Risner stated he had fired 13 or
14 shots and had placed a second loaded clip in his weapon;
however, only six of his casings were found.)

All of the weapons listed here which were fired toy
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